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ingle-photonemission computed tomography(SPECT)
using cone-beam (CB) collimation increases the numberof
detected photons compared with conventional acquisition
geometries (1â€”3).However, the advantage of CB collima
tion over conventional collimation in terms of lesion de
tectability has yet to be evaluated. The evaluation of lesion
detectability is a prerequisite for clinical application of CB
SPEC!'. In this paper, we compare lesion detectability
using CB, fanbeam (FB) and parallel-beam(PB) collima
tion using the Hoffman three-dimensionalbrain phantom
and continuous receiver operating characteristic (CROC)
analysis.

Many factors, such as resolution and sensitivity of the
detection system, reconstruction algorithm, lesion size and
lesion location, affect the lesion detectability. In this study,
we investigate the effect of collimator sensitivity on lesion
detectability using experimentally acquired phantom data.
CB, FB and PB collimators having similarresolution char
acteristics were used to minimize the possible detectability
variations because of the different resolutions of different
collimators (4). The lesion size was chosen, in combination
with the count level, to provide the appropriatedegree of
detection difficulty and to minimize the potential partial
volume effect while remaining within the specifications of
clinical abnormality.

Images obtained using CB, FB and PB collimation were
reconstructed using a filtered backprojection (FBP) algo
rithm. With FBP reconstruction, image quality is greatly
affected by the choice of filter and cut-off frequency. For
converging beam collimation (CB, FB), the Nyquist fre
quency sampled changes for objects at different distances
from the detector surface due to the magnification. The
root mean square (rms) noise of FBP reconstructed images
is proportional to the integral of the squareof the spatial
frequency filterfunction (5). The primaryobjective of this
study is to evaluate the effect of collimator sensitivity on
lesion detectability. We therefore used a Hann filter with
the same cutoff frequency for the plane at the distance of
the radius-of-rotation(ROR)from the detector surface for

To evaluatelesiondetectabilityfor dinicalevaluationof cone
beam (CB),fanbeam(FB)and parallel-beam(PB)collimator
sensitMty, experimentallyacquired phantom data were used to
assesstheadvantageof CBcollimationoverconventionalcoOl
rna@on.Methods:LesiondetectabilitywithCB,FBandPBCd
Iimation in SPECT was compared using a three-dimensional
brain phantom and continuous receiveroperatingcharacteristic
(CROC)analysis. A simulatedcold lesionwas located near the
posterior portion of the thalamus. High count density scans of
thisphantomwereacquiredwithCB,FBandPBcollimatorswith
similarresolution.Theseprojectionswerescaledto countlevels
which reflected the measured sensith@tiesof the three collima
tors. Computer-generated Polsson noise was added to the pro
jections to produce uncorrelated data sets. Images were re
constructed using a filtered backprc@eoOonalgorithm. All
reconstructionsuseda Hannfilterwithmultiplicativeattenuation
correction.Each of seven trained observers viewed288 sets of
images and indicatedthe certaintyof perceMng a cold lesionat
a specified location by a rating of 0â€”100.Each image set con
talnedfour adjacentslicescenteredon the lesionto minimize
par@alvolumeeffects.The programLABROC4wasusedto fit
CROC curvesto indMdualobservers'ratings.A t4estforpsired
datawas performedon the indMdualareas.Results:Theav
erageareas(standarddeviations)underCROCcurvesfor CB,
FB and PB were 0.89 (0.03), 0.83 (0.05) and 0.76 (0.04), re
spectively.Thedifferencesof the areaswerestatisticallysignif
icant with all two-talled p values < 0.02. ConclusIon: These
results demonstratethat cold lesions in the posterior portion of
the thalamusare bestdetectedby imagesobtalnedusingCB
followedby FBandPBcollimation.
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CoffimatorHole shapeFocal
length
(cm)Collimator

thickness
(cm)Effective

holesize
(cm)Septal

thickness
(cm)Cone-beamHexagonai504.060.1900.025Parallel-holeSquareâ€”2.460.1

150.015FanbeamTriangle585.080.2640.025

TABLE I
Dimensions of Collimators

all reconstructions to obtain equal areas under the filter
curves for that plane. The cutoff frequency was equal to
the Nyquist frequency of PB collimation.

Quantitative evaluation of alternative imaging systems
using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis is
widely recognized as an appropriate methodology in the
field of image evaluation (6â€”8).Most of the ROC studies
conducted in medical imaging use a discrete rating scale
with five or six categories. However, successful use of
discrete rating scales requires the readers to employ a

well-distributed scoring pattern to allow a smooth ROC
curve to be fit to the data (9â€”10).In extreme cases, an ROC
estimated fromdiscrete ratingdatamay depend stronglyon
the way in which an observer distributes his or her re
sponses across the scale, even when curve fitting is possi
ble (9). Recently, the use of a continuous rating scale in
ROC studies was proposed (11,12) to avoid these extreme
situations. ROC analysis using a continuous rating scale
has the potential advantages of approximatingclinical re
porting more closely and increasing the likelihood of suc
cessful ROC curve fitting compared with the use of a dis
crete ratingscale (12). In this study, the continuous rating
scale method was used.

METhODS

Data Preparation
A Hoffmanthree-dimensionalbrainphantom(DataSpectrum

Corp., Hillsborough, NC) was used to acquire data for the CROC
study. The brainphantomcontained19slices,each ofwhich was
6.3 mm thick. The radius of these slices was 9.5 cm. The brain
phantom was filled with 27 mCi of @Fc-pertechnetatsin water.
Two smallpieces of rubber (â€”0.5cm3)were placedside by side
into two adjacentslicesnear the posteriorportionof the thalamus
to simulate a cold lesion. The rubber pieces were separately
checked to be sure that they did not absorb the radiopharmaceu
ticalused in the phantoms.Highcount densityand relativelylow
noise scans (>500 Mcts) of this three-dimensionalbrainphantom
with and without the lesion were acquiredwith CB, FB and PB
collimatorshaving similar resolution characteristicswhich was
about10mmat 15cm fromthecollimator.All collimatorshada
circularfieldof view (FOV)anda diameterof 40 cm andwere
placed parallel to the axis of rotation. The CB collimatorwas a
high-resolutioncollimatorwitha 50-cmfocallength.ThePBcol
limator was a low-energy,high-resolution(LEHR) collimator,
which was also used for clinicalstudies. The collimatorspecifi
cations forthe CB andPB collimatorshave been reported(2). The
FB collimatorwas a prototypecollimator(13)witha 58-cmfocal
lengthand had similarresolutioncharacteristicswith CB and PB

collimators.Table 1summarizesthe dimensionsof the three col
limators.Thereasonto chooseCB, FB andPBcollimatorswith
similar resolution characteristicswas to minimizethe possible
detectabilityvariationscausedby differentresolutionsof different
collimators(4). The three-dimensionalbrain phantomwas cen
teredon theaxisof rotation,andtheradiusof rotationwas 14cm
measuredto thepatientsideof thecollimatorforallthephantom
scans. Experiments were performed on a single-camera SPECT
system (SiemensOrbiter,Model#ZLC7500,SiemensMedical
Systems, HoffmanEstates, IL). All the projectionsconsistedof
128 angular views over 360Â°.Each view was a 128-by-128array.
The angularandlinearsamplingintervalswere equalto 2.8 de
grees and 3.1 mm at the detector surface, respectively. Each
projectionwas acquiredforapproximately150sec/stop.Thetotal
acquisitiontimeforeachbrainphantomscanwas about5 hr.The
countingrateusinga CBcollimatorwas less than38,000counts,1
sec, and the maximum electronic deadtime was <8%. The elec
tronic deadtimevariationbetween the first angularview and the
lastangularviewwas <4%.Aftertheacquisition,allprojections
were correctedfor the decayof the radionuclideon an angular
view-by-angular view basis.

SPEC!'acquisitionusingconvergingbeamgeometries(CBand
FB)canresultintwoimportantkindsof misalignments;mechan
ical shift and electronic shift (14,15). Mechanical shift is the dis
placement of the mechanicalcenter-of-rotationoff the midline of
a CB (FB) geometry. Mechanical shift happens in object space,
andhencethetranslationsof theprojectionscausedby thisshift
are depth-dependent.On the other hand, electronic shift or dcc
tronic centering misalignmentdoes not depend on the object or
the detection angleandcauses the projectionsto have a collective
translation. In order to obtain high quality images, it is very
importantto determinetheseshiftsandmakecorrections.Thus,
the detectionsystemwas carefullymonitoredin this study. A
point source scan over 360Â°was takenbefore each phantomscan.
The system'selectronicshift and mechanicalshiftwere deter
minedusingthe centroidof the projectedpoint source based on
the Marquardtnonlinearfittingalgorithm(15). The determined
electronic shift was then used to pre-correctthe projections and
the mechanical shift was incorporated into the reconstruction
algorithm(16).

Additional scans of the uniform cylinder which held the brain
phantomwere taken using CB, FB and PB collimators for atten
uationcorrection.A speciallydesignedholderwasusedto ensure
that the cylinderwith andwithout the brainphantomwas placed
atthesameposition.Theprojectionsof theuniformcylinderwere
alsocorrectedfor the decayof the radionuclideandwere used to
calculate the relative sensitivityof CB, FB and PB collimators.
Forthe three-dimensionalbrainphantomandthe acquisitionge
ometriesused, the relativesensitivitiesof CB, FB andPB colli
matorswere 1.70,1.38and 1.00,respectively.
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FiGURE 2. Measurementof luminanceversusgraylevel.The
dotsaremeasuredpointsandthelineisthefit to thepoints.
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Thethree-dimensionalbrainimagesfortheCROCstudywere

displayed in gray-scale on a 19-inchcolor monitorcapable of 256
gray levels (Stardent GS1000monitor, Stellar Computer Inc.,
Newton,MA).Theluminancerangeof the monitorwas measured
with a digitalphotometer(MinoltaAuto-SpotII, MinoltaLtd.,
Japan).A linearresponsebetweenluminanceandgray levelpixel
value was found. The luminance was 0.06 foot-lamberts for a
display drivingintensity of zero and 8.9 foot-lambertsfor driving
intensity of 255. Figure 2 shows the relationbetween luminance
andgraylevel.

Each imageset containedfour adjacentslicescenteredon the
lesion to minimizepartialvolume effects. The originalreconstruc
tions were linearly interpolatedto 512 x 512 for display, which
corresponded to a displayed image size of 13.5 x 13.5 cm. The
negativevaluesin the imagesweretruncatedto zerofordisplay
purposes. The potential lesion locations were indicated by using
cross hairs, which could be clicked on and off with a mouse
button. An example of the image display is shown in Figure 3.

Globallinearmin-maxwindowingwas usedin the imagedis
play in orderto ensureproperimagecontrast(18). All images
were displayedusing the entire luminancerange of the monitor

FiGURE 3. An
example of image
display.Eachimage
contains four adja
centalices
on the lesion. The
â€” @&onioca
lions are indicated
byusingcrosshsirs.

FiGURE 1. Comparisonbetweenthetheoreticalandgenerated
Poissond@tributions.

The electronic shift-corrected projections were scaled to de
siredcount levels which reflectedthe measuredsensitivity ratioof
the three collimators. The count level was defined as the total
counts for all angular views per image slice. For the PB collima
tor, the count level was about40,000counts/slice. The count level
was chosen based on pilot studies so that the averageareas under
ROCcurveswereintherangeof 0.75â€”0.85.Thiscountlevelwas
similarto count levelsobtainedfor clinicalscans. Computergen
crated Poissonnoise with differentseeds was added to the pro
jections to produce 288 uncorrelateddata sets that were recon
structed for the CROC study. The Poisson noise generatorwas
tested using iO@samplesof a distributionwith meanvalue of 5.0.
Thegenerateddistributionhada meanvalueof 4.9999andvari
ance of 5.0029. Figure1 comparesthe generateddatawith a
Poissondistribution.

Image Reconstruction
A modifiedfilteredbackprojection(FBP)algorithmwhichcor

rectedmechanicalshiftwas usedto reconstructimagesobtained
using CB, FB and PB collimationofthe same imagesize (17). For
PBdata,a sufficientlylargefocallength(10000cm)was used.To
reduce the computationalburden, all projectionswere reduced to
64 x 64 x 128angularviews prior to reconstruction.The recon
struction matrixwas 64@,which corresponded to a 6.3-mm pixel
size and slice thickness. All reconstructionsused a Hann filter
with the same cutoff frequency which was 0.79 cycle/cm to obtain
equalareasunderthe filtercurves.Themechanicalshiftcorrec
tion was done by incorporating the mechanical shift into the
algorithm(16). The images of a uniform cylinder were recon
structed using the same protocol. Assuming that the recon
structed images of a uniform cylinder should be uniform, we
generated multiplicative matrices on a slice-by-slice basis for
brainimagesof CB, FB andPB collimators.The imagesof the
brain phantomwere multipliedby these multiplicativefactors to
correct for attenuation and residual detector nonuniformity. We
generated96 imagesets for each of three modalities, halfwith the
lesion and half without. The 48 images without the lesion were
generated using scans of the normal three-dimensionalHoffman
brainphantom.

I

I
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with the window minimumset to zero pixel intensity. In order to
avoidtheproblemof reduceddisplayedcontrastinanimagethat
had one or a few extremely high intensity pixels as a result of
noise, the window maximumwas not set to the maximumpixel
intensity on an image-by-image basis. Instead, a window maxi
mumfor images in each modalitywas determinedfromthe images
reconstructedfrom noiseless projectionswith the same mean
pixelvalueinthatmodality.Thewindowmaximumwasset to 1.1
times the maximumintensity of noiseless images.

TheROCstudyemployedsevenobservers:threeboardcertified
nuclearmedicine physicians, three radiologicalphysicists experi
enced in ROCstudies,and a graduatestudentin biomedicalengi
neering. Each observer viewed a total of 96 independent image sets

for each of the three modalitiesand indicatedthe certaintywith
whichtheobserverperceivedacoldlesionataspecifiedlocation.A
continuousratingmethod(0â€”100)was used.Imageswereconsid
eredindependentbecause theywere obtainedfromdifferentprojec
tiondata.In orderto reducereadingordereffects,theimagepre
sentation technique suggested by Metz (9) was used. The ROC
study was divided into two sessions with 48 image sets for each
modality, and observers finished one session for each modality
beforestartingthecomplementarysession.Ineachsessiontheim
age was further split into three subsets and various modality-subset
combinationsweresequencedso thateachimagewas readfirstin
each modality by two observers or three observers (in one case),
andyet no observerused the samesequence.

The ROCstudywas conductedin a controlledenvironment.
Thecontrastandbrightnessof themonitorwerefixedandwere
the same for all observers. The observers were trained prior to
eachphaseof theROCstudy.Thetrainingsessionsconsistedof
20 images for each of the modalities and for each of the subsets.
Training images were also independent and none of them were
used in the actual ROC study. After each response during the
trainingsession, the nearlynoiseless imagewas displayed next to
the test image, thereby indicatingthe true state of the image.

ROCAnalysis
TheprogramLABROC4(19)was usedto fitCROCcurvesto

individualobservers' rating data and to calculatethe parameters
â€œaâ€•and â€œbâ€•andto computethe areaunderthe CROCcurve (&J.
LABROC4 is a newly developed curve-fittingprogram for continu
ously distributed data that preserves all ofthe information in the raw
datathatis relevantto the ROC.The parameterA.@is equivalentto
the percentcorrectin a two-alternative-forced-choiceexperiment
(20) and was used as the figure-of-merit for observer performance.
LABROC4producestheestimatesof theROCparametersâ€œaâ€•and
â€œb,â€•theareaunderfittedcurveA@anditsstandarddeviationo'for
each of the three modalities. Using the areas and their standard
deviations,we calculatedthe two-tailedp-valuesto test the signifi
cance of the difference between two A@scores within individual
observers. The null hypothesis ofthis test was that the resulting area
differencebetween two sets ofratingdataarosefromCROCcurves
was equalto zero.Student'st-testsforpaireddatawerealsoper
formedon theA@1valuesaveragedacrossobservers.Thedifferences
of the A@values between two modalities across observers were
averaged,anda standarddeviationof thesedifferenceswerecalcu
lated.Basedon the averageddifferencein A@,and its standard
deviation,a p valuewas obtained.

RESULTS

To describe the overall performance of the group of
observers, the resulting parameters â€œaâ€•and â€œbâ€•for each

C

â€˜S

C

â€˜S

False Positive Fraction

FiGURE 4. AveragedROCcurvesforcone-beam,fanbeamand
parallel-beamcollimation.Alsolistedinthe figureare the averaged
areasundertheROCcurvesandthep-valuesfromthepairedt-test.

of the three modalitieswere averagedacross seven observ
ers to produce an averaged ROC. Figure 4 compares the
averagedROCcurves for CB, FB and PB collimation. Also
shown in Figure 4 are the areas under the averaged ROC
curves. They were calculated using the averaged parame
ters â€œaâ€•and â€œb.â€•

Table2 lists the areasandtheirstandarddeviationsfor the
three modalities calculated using program LABROC4. These
areas were also averaged and are listed in the last row. These
averaged areas were vety close to those obtained by using
averagedparametersâ€œaâ€•and â€œb.â€•The two-tailedp values
of the statisticaltest of the differencebetween two A, scores
within individual observers were calculated, and they are
listed in the last three columns for CB versus PB, CB versus
FB and FB versus PB, respectively. The results indicate
that, in terms of lesion detectability, GB collimation was
significantly better than PB and FB collimation (except in
one case where the FB areawas only marginallygreaterthan
the CB area).FB collimationwas alsojudged betterthanPB
collimation, although the differences were not as great as CB
versus PB or GB versus FB

Greaterstatistical power can be achieved by testing the
significance of A@differences averaged across observers,
although this comparison ignores case-sample variation
(9). Table 3 lists the Student's t-test of the significanceof
the difference in A@averaged across observers. The null
hypothesis was that the population mean of the resulting
difference between two modalities was equal to zero. The
calculated probabilities (two-tailed p values) that the oh
served difference could have arisen from the assumed dis
tribution,given that the null hypothesis was true, were all
<0.02. These small p values strongly rejected the null
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Observer Aca* @t ft,@* @t @*@ p pt ,.@* * *

@â€˜FBand A@ are the areas under CB, FB and PB ROC curves, respectively.

tcTca, @TFBand@ are the standard deviations of the areas ACB A@ and A,,@,respectively.
*pCP, PCF and pr,, are the two-tailed p-values comparing areas under ROC curves for CB versus PB, CB versus FB and FB versus PB,

respectively.

PDAC'Pc@F DA@*@â€˜CFr@tDAÃ§@p*p,@,,t0.130.0010.06<0.020.07<0.02

*D@ DA@ and DA,@are the area differencescomparingareas
underaveragedROCcurvesforCBversusPB,CBversusFBand FB
versusPB,respectively.

tp@,,p@andp,@,arethetwo-tailedpvaluescomparingareasunder
averagedROCcurvesforCBversusPB,CBversusFBandFBversus
PB, respectively.

TABLE 2
lndMdualResults of ROC Study UsingContinuousRatingScale for Cone-Beam, Fanbeam and Parallel-BeamCollimation

10.920.0270.850.0390.820.0430.050.110.6220.910.0320.850.0400.780.0460.030.270.2530.910.0290.800.0440.730.0510.0050.040.3540.900.0310.840.0400.820.0430.100.240.6450.890.0340.930.0250.740.0500.020.320.00160.870.0370.790.0460.750.0490.060.170.5270.840.0400.760.0490.700.0520.040.160.40Average0.890.030.830.050.760.04

hypothesis, indicatingthat lesions near the thalamuswere
best detected by images obtained using CB followed by FB
and PB collimation.

DISCUSSION

The lesion detectability using CB, FB and PB collima
tion and SPECT was compared using the Hoffman three
dimensional brain phantom and ROC methodology. The
effect of the relative sensitivitiesof CB, FB and PB colli
mators on the lesion detectability was evaluated. Cold Ic
sions located in the posterior portion of the thalamus were
best detected on images obtained using CB followed by FB
and PB collimation. Many factors, such as reconstruction
algorithmsor lesion locations, may affect the relative lesion
detectability, and the results of this study are not intended
to be generalized outside this context.

In this study, we first acquired high count density, rela
tively low noise scans of the three-dimensional brain phan
tom and then added Poisson noise to generate noisy data
sets. Because of the long scan time used, the camera dcc
tronic deadtime varied during the scan. This may cause the
data to be inconsistent. However, we found that the dcc
tronic deadtime variations were small (<4%) and the artifacts
that might be caused by the data inconsistency should be
negligibly small compared with those caused by the noise.

TABLE 3
AveragedResuttsof ROCStudyUsingContinuousRating

Scale for Cone-Beam, Fanbeam and Parallel-Beam
Collimation

Since the purpose of this study was to evaluate the
relative performance of CB, FB and PB collimators, a
single-headed camera was used and count levels and lesion
size were chosen so that the average areas under ROC
curves were in the rangeofO.75â€”O.85.In clinical situations,
two- or three-headed camera systems are now also widely
used. The use of a three-headedcamera, equippedwith the
same collimators used in this study should increase cold
lesion detectability (in terms of area underthe ROCcurve)
by about 20%. However, the use of two- or three-headed
camera systems should not affect the relative performance

of CB, FB and PB collimators.
If the two modalities have similar resolution character

istics and the lesion is centrally located in the uniform
attenuation media, the lesion detectability ratio between
two modalities may be estimated based on a signal-to-noise
analysis. This estimation is based on the assumptions that
the decision variables are Gaussian and the reconstruction
method is linear. Using the sensitivity ratios measured for
CB, FB and PB collimationfor brainimagingand assuming
that the area underFB ROC curve is 0.83, the areas under
CB and PB ROC curves are 0.86 and 0.79, respectively.
This prediction agrees with the experimental results fairly
well. The difference between the predicted and observed
values may be because the lesion is located off-center and
attenuationand scatter are differentat differentangles for
the three different collimators.

The choice of the cutoff frequency for image reconstruc
tion is an important issue in this study. In PB geometry, the
highest frequency sampled is determined by the pixel size.
This highest frequency or Nyquist frequency (N@(PB))is
equal to 1I(2i@t),where i@tis the pixel size. In CB or other
converging beam geometries, the highest frequency that
can be sampled is no longer a constant because of the
magnification. The highest frequency that can be sampled
changes for objects at differentdistances from the collima
tor and can be expressed as N@(CB)= N@(PB)* fin, where
fin is the magnification factor. Since fin is 1, N@(CB)is
always larger or equal to N@(PB).For a plane with distance
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equal to the radius-of-rotationfrom the collimator in CB
geometry, N@(CB)becomes N@(PB)* F/S. where F is the
focal length of CB geometry and S is the distance between
the focal point and the center-of-rotation.Therefore, if we
use N@(CB)(N@(FB))as a cutoff frequency for CB (FB)
geometry, we actually allow more of the higher frequencies

to pass through.The root mean square (rms)noise level in
reconstructed images is proportionalto the square root of
the algorithmfilterfactor (FF), where FF is the integralof
the square of the spatial frequency filter function (5). A
higher cutoff frequency means a larger FF, which in turn
means more noise. Since the primary objective of this
study was to investigate the effect of collimator sensitivity
on the lesion detectability, the influence of the filter on
lesion detectability should be minimized. In this study we
chose to use the same cutoff frequency, which is equal to
the Nyquist frequency in PB geometry, for the plane with
distance of the RORfrom the collimatorfor all reconstruc
tions. This choice ensures the same FF for all recon
structed images in the plane with a distance equal to the
ROR from the collimator. Although in CB or FB geome
tries a smaller FF is obtained for planes with a distance
shorter than the ROR and a larger FF is obtained for planes
with a distance longer than the ROR, the deviations of FF
tend to cancel out since the detector rotates aroundthe axis
of rotation.

CB SPECF can increase the numberofdetected photons
compared with conventional PB collimation. However,
due to the lack of an appropriatefilterin the axial direction
for the FBP algorithmand insufficientsamplingof the CB
geometry, artifacts may result for sources located further
away from the centralplane (21â€”23).In addition, it is more
appropriateto use tilted CB geometry in a clinical situation
to clear the patient's shoulders.The use of tilted CB ge
ometiy introduces more axial blurring for the structure
near the vertex of the brain which is closer to the CB
collimator. It is not clear how the blurring may influence
the relative lesion detectability of CB collimation com
paredwith PB and FB collimationwhich does not have an
axial blurring problem. Further studies are required in or
der to establish a clear relationshipbetween lesion detect
ability and detection/reconstructionmodality. These stud
ies may compare the lesion detectability with lesions
located at different places, for example, near the vertex of
the brain, and with differentdetection geometries, for cx
ample, tilted CB geometry or half-CB geometry (1). CB
iterative reconstructions have been reported to improve
image quality compared with the ifitered backprojection
reconstructions (22). The improvement is best demon
strated in the axial direction. However, this observation
needsto be quantitatively evaluatedusingROC methodol
ogy. The current version of a three-dimensional CB itera
tive reconstruction is computationally expensive. Due to
the requirementof a large numberof images in ROC stud
ies, it is necessary to greatly reduce the computational time
of a CB iterative reconstruction algorithmbefore a practi
cal ROC study can be carried out.
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